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Equality Statement  
 
Farlingaye High School values diversity, and is determined to ensure that everyone is 
treated fairly, with dignity and respect; where the opportunities we provide are open to all; 
and that we provide a safe, supportive and welcoming environment - for staff, students and 
visitors.  
 
Equality Impact Assessment (EIA)  
 
This policy has been assessed with regard to its impact on equalities issue, with specific 
reference to the aims of the Equality Act 2010. The equality impact assessment focused on 
race, gender, disability, pregnancy and maternity, age, sexual orientation, gender identity 
and religion/belief.  
 
EIA outcomes  
 
• No areas of potential negative impact were found and actions resulting in positive impact 
are in place where appropriate.  

 



 

 

Updated by Sue Hargadon in consultation with other staff and governors in April 2016. 
 

Aims of Self Review: 

 

Our aim is for all students to achieve the very best that they are capable of across all 

aspects of the school in a caring and stimulating environment which promotes quality 

teaching and learning. Thus the purpose of school self-review within this is simply: 

 

 To identify the things that the school does well; 

 To identify the areas for development. 

 

The key areas to look at are: 

 

 How do we know what is going on in the school and do we need to improve the ways 

we find out about the achievements and outcomes of the students including those of 

more vulnerable groups? 

 How do we encourage school members to improve through target setting and 

identified strategies to bring about improvement? 

 What are our strengths? 

 What are the areas that we need to develop? 

 What do we need to do to improve in those areas? 

 

 

 



 

 

Section One 

 

How do we know what is going on in the school? 

 

Tracking and Monitoring 

 

 Details Strengths Development needed? 

Reports 4 or 5 interim reports are completed for each year 

group each year. These set targets and record 

progress and attainment against targets. They also 

record effort, behaviour, oral contribution to 

lessons, homework/coursework and have generic 

targets. 

Once a year a tutor comment is sent separately. 

These are analysed by staff. Twice a year Heads of 

Subjects formally assess progress at KS3 in their 

area. Year teams meet with the Asst HT 

(Assessment) to look at the progress of year 

groups.  

Asst HT also does grids that clearly identify 

whether 3 level progress is being made by students. 

Links with APP work. 

The progress of specific groups is also recorded 

and evaluated - LAC, FSM, SEN, gender, forces and 

ethnicity. HOY complete data on this at least twice 

a year and it is kept in a central folder. 

The tutor comment report was reviewed in 2013-14. 

Well organised system.  

The regularity of the 

system ensures that 

problems can be quickly 

identified.  

Data base available to all 

staff and governors 

Excellent Asst HT and 

clerical support to provide 

necessary information, and 

carry out speedy analysis. 

There is so much data 

available we need to ensure 

that all HOS and Year Teams 

feel comfortable analysing it 

and are supported in doing it. 

The follow up procedures are 

then essential. 

 

Primary School 

Cards 

We have our own transition cards for all year 7 

which clearly identify who are under/at/above 

targets as they come into year 7 in core subjects 

so that we can monitor effectively form start of 

year 7. 

Useful to have this 

information for teachers 

and tutors. 

Ensuring there is 

consistency, that we use this 

information effectively and 

all staff can access it. 

Faculty 

curriculum 

reviews 

Each HOF meets with Head and LT link in October 

to analyse previous year and present a curriculum 

review including analysis of exam results. Identifies 

areas for development and strengths. HOF feeds 

back to all staff through team meeting and Head 

sends a card/chocolates etc. to staff. Time 

consuming but well worth the time spent on it. 

HOF have to reflect on 

their team’s performance 

over the past year and 

opportunity to discuss in 

detail with LT. 

 

Exam Residual 

scores within 

school 

In early Sept Asst HT (Assessment) uses 4Matrix 

and ALPSto produce residual scores for each 

subject and each teacher by gender. This shared 

with staff through curriculum review and each 

teacher receives own information.  Can be used as 

targeting exercise in November for current year 11 

through a staff meeting held in early November. 

Teams have to carry out analysis of the results for 

their faculty by ability and gender, 

Very detailed feedback to 

individual staff and 

subjects teams on their 

GCSE group.                          

Good general feedback on 

A levels. 

HOS must ensure all staff 

use this data to improve 

outcomes for the following 

year. 

Exam Analysis 

Information 

Asst HT (Assessment) produces a general summary 

and overview of exam results for staff and 

governors. It includes a summary from Curriculum 

Reviews. 

Very useful summary 

 

 

RAISE Online Provides very detailed analysis of results with 

useful comparisons to other institutions. Staff and 

governors can access it.  Particularly useful for sub 

groups and KS2-4 progress. 

Very useful  Need to be careful that 

staff know how to sift 

through it to find what they 

need.  The validated data is 

very late to be produced. 

6th Form 

Trackers. 

Provides summary of AS and A2 results in 

comparison to national figures 

Useful summary As with any post 16 data it’s 

difficult to compare with 

other institutions as the 

starting point in terms of 

entry requirements and AS 

requirements is not the 

same. 



 

 

ALPS Provides AS and A2 analysis for all schools that 

subscribe to it. 

Very useful  

Initial exam 

analysis 

Produced by HT immediately after exam results 

arrive so that it’s ready for the first day back. 

Shows raw results, basic analysis, and initial valued 

added. 

Useful as a starting point 

and enables us to be aware 

of successes and possible 

problems very early on, so 

that we can build on those 

immediately for current 

year 11, 12 and 13 if 

needed. 

Very simple and doesn’t show 

results of any remarks etc. 

Blip Factors Initial exam results provides information on those 

subjects causing concerns from that year’s results. 

Once identified, a series of strategies are 

identified to bring about improvement. 

Useful as a way of fully 

involving staff in 

identifying reasons for 

possible concerns, and the 

ways to go forward. 

There hasn’t been a problem 

to date, but need to ensure 

staff continue with 

strategies. 

FFT data FFT data helps give us useful targets to work to 

and detailed information on all of our year groups to 

make long term forecasts. Also helps to compare 

final results. 

Useful data. Used less now as RAISE 

Online is the one Ofsted use. 

CAT scores  Provides useful data especially as we no longer have 

12+ scores. 

  

Internal exam 

results 

All year groups have internal exams and results 

reported to parents with indicators whether 

students achieved at, above or below their target 

level.  Results put on system do that next year’s 

staff can access them. 

Useful for staff to have 

information at start of new 

academic year as well as a 

form of summative 

assessment.  

Moderating them accurately 

and not worrying staff and 

students. 

Behaviour watch IT system to record behavioural issues. Quick feedback to all 

relevant staff. 

Staff can overuse it for 

minor points. HT and Asst 

HT can drown in sifting it 

through . 

LT patrol One LT member on every lesson to patrol school in 

addition to other follow up of incidents.  

Staff find it invaluable as 

problems can be picked up 

immediately. 

LT have good informal 

knowledge of what is 

happening.   

Works well with checking 

reports at 3.30pm. 

If there is a lot of cover 

needed or a lot of events 

going on LT struggle to get 

all the way round! 

Performance 

Management 

PM system ensures that all staff set targets for 

the year. All targets come from generic ones 

decided annually.  All staff observed teaching by at 

least two people – HOF/HOS and LT link 

PM runs relatively 

smoothly. 

Still time consuming as it 

takes out disaggregated PD 

day time and is not the most 

effective use of this time.  

New system to take on in 

2013-14. 

Data for 

Governors 

Each term HOS produce a monitoring form which 

details the lessons observed that term and the 

progress made by students in years 10-13. 

Identifies progress of groups  including PPG 

students. 

Good to check progress.  

Lesson 

Observation 

Everyone is formally observed by LT and HOF/HOS 

during the year. This is in addition to any year trail 

observation, any work with new and NQT staff and 

any paired observation work. A standard school 

form is used for observation.  We don’t do more 

than union recommended number of visits. 

An  effective way of 

improving quality of 

teaching especially if 

paired observation takes 

place. 

Staff need to feed 

information gained in to the 

Faculty meetings on learning. 

Need to ensure there is 

consistency in how the 

standards are applied. More 

cross and shared observation 

between those who are 

trained would help with this. 

Self-Review  of 

post 16 lessons. 

Staff use standard form to help them review 

lesson. Have to be done at least twice a year and a 

copy given to HO6 and HT. 

They are effective, and 

interesting to read, and 

collecting the views of 

students. 

Not included in diary in 

2015-16. Do we wish to 

continue? 



 

 

Headteacher’s 

dialogues with 

year 13 

Head meets every year 13 student in Sept for 

dialogue on AS results and courses. 

Provides good overview of 

how things are at post 16 

level and useful student 

views. Beneficial to 

students to keep them on 

track. 

Time consuming.  Likely to 

stop in August 2016. 

Attendance Electronic  registration collects information on 

attendance.  Analysed by Attendance Officer. 

Follow up can be swift Usual problems of staff not 

completing at time or 

students not getting to 

registration – has improved. 

Year Trails Introduced several years ago. One year group 

trailed each term for 2 weeks. 16 lessons observed 

across subjects, 18-20 students interviewed, 

scrutiny of work carried out and other relevant 

data considered. 

Good to get a detailed view 

of one year’s viewpoint and 

allows us to look across a 

range of subjects. 

Probably needs a review by 

new HT. 

Cocentra 

Surveys 

Every other November – national survey of parent 

and student views. 

Useful data which becomes 

increasingly useful as we 

are on  our 3rd survey so 

have more info to compare 

it with. They  provide 

national benchmarking 

which is useful. 

Due for a new one in 2016 

Staff 

Questionnaires 

We do a stick-it questionnaire of 2 things that 

helped staff and 2 things that hinder staff form 

doing their job.  Also do Ofsted survey.  Do these 

every other year.  Feedback given by Head. 

Both useful. Due for a new questionnaire 

in 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Section Two 

 

Target Setting 

 

Target Setting (related to curriculum achievement) for Students 
 

 Strengths Areas for Development 

AFL policy identifies that students should have 

targets included in staff comments when 

marking written work or giving oral feedback 

When used thoroughly are very 

effective 

 

All reports have a section for targets  Difficult to be specific on targets 

that can be banked and used.  

All reports show grade targets Helps students, staff, mentors 

and parents to have a clear idea on 

the targets. 

 

Sixth Form reporting system has minimum 

target grades  as potential grades and these 

are then matched against current achievement 

and potential grades 

Gives students clearly identified 

targets 

 

Sixth From dialogues between staff and 

students, held twice a year, focus on target 

grades 

  

In KS3 tutors hold dialogues with students and   

identify KS3 targets using FFT and 12+ scores 

Can be very effective YCs need to ensure tutors do this 

consistently and they record the 

process. Need to do a review in 

Summer 2016. 

 

At start of  year 10 students are given target 

grades for GCSEs ( based on  FFT and CAT) 

and these are matched against current 

performance. A single sex presentation in Year 

11 focuses very much on the year ahead of 

them and if they are meeting targets. 

Staff concerned think it’s good 

and students get a lot out  of it – 

gives the year ahead a clear 

starting point. Students very 

positive in feedback 

 

In year 11 all  mentoring programmes work 

around assessment of grades against targets. 

This includes mentoring, compact mentoring, 

A2A and Freddo Challenge. 

Huge number of students 

supported. Most teachers and 

some support staff in the school 

are involved in mentoring either 

year 11 or years 12/13 which is 

incredible as it is voluntary! 

Continue as it is 

Early on in year 12 students are given A level 

minimum targets based on GCSE performance 

and scores. 

Effective and we ensure that any 

underachievement at GCSE is also 

taken into account. 

 

PSPs/IEPs set targets for students with needs 

and are closely reviewed 

Very effective for certain 

individuals 

Ensuring all staff are fully aware of 

the targets 

One to three tuition scheme links closely to 

setting targets with students, especially for 

PPG students. 

 

When it works efficiently and 

students buy into it, it can be very 

effective. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Target Setting for Staff/Whole School 

 Strengths Areas for development 

HTs Performance Management Adviser 

discussion focuses very much on whole school 

targets.  

 

Useful as a focus. 

 

Need to have a new adviser for 

September 2016. 

All faculties have to set targets for their 

current year 10, year 11, year 12 and year 13 

groups in their annual faculty improvement 

plans. These are reviewed as part of the 

curriculum review 

 Need to ensure that staff are 

matching up their targets against 

clear data, and evaluating accuracy of 

this when results come through. 

All subjects set target grades for each student 

in years 9,10,11,12 and 13. Different approaches 

will be used as identified in section above. The 

staff keep these target grades in their records 

and use the traffic light system to identify if 

targets are being met. 

Clear targets for staff and 

students to work towards 

Need to re-consider using red on 

targets – instead suggest the number 

below target. 

All subject staff have to reassess their 

targets for their GCSE group in January of 

year 11 and produce document for Head to 

analyse. This is a detailed analysis of 

achievement and students are identified that 

the school then needs to target either in 

individual subject areas or across the school 

Very useful exercise to review the 

whole year group. Always 

identified students who we weren’t 

aware of. Feedback given to staff 

by Head who analyses returns.         

Parents written home to, to praise 

them. 

 

Target setting included in Performance 

Management – staff set max of 3 targets – 1 of 

these must relate to student progress of a 

group or sub-group 

Has offered staff opportunity to 

focus on improving an aspect of 

their teaching. 

 

Blip Factor Work. Each year in September the 

school identifies areas where exam results 

have shown a bit of a blip. This leads to focused 

and supportive team meetings of teams with LT 

and a clear plan put into effect for the 

following 9 months. 

This bit is currently rarely used – 

one subject in September 2015. 

It’s important to maintain this so that 

it continues to be seen as a supportive 

tool and not for staff to feel they are 

being criticised. 

Venn Diagrams and Bulls’ Eye Sheets for staff 

to use to look at how students are achieving. 

Venn diagram is in all team rooms and updated 

for year 10-11 3 times a year. Bull’s Eye should 

be done in January of year 11 

Both seems effective Need to make sure the teams do the 

Bull’s Eye activity as it has tailed off 

in recent years. 

 



 

 

Section Three 

 

Identified Strategies to bring about improvement in attainment of students 
 

 Strengths Areas for Development 

 6 week Mini achievement scheme in year 7 Works very well to support the25 students 

or so who are selected for it. 

 

Ensure all students are followed up 6 

months afterwards to check they have 

maintained progress. 

6 week Mini achievement scheme in year 8 As above 

 

As above 

6 week Mini achievement scheme in year 9 As above 

 

Need to ensure that different groups of 

students are chosen and in year 9 have 

been flexible about how we’ve implemented 

it. 

A2A group – Aim to Achieve. A group of 

year 11s set up in October to have extra 

sessions after school plus close monitoring. 

Given rewards at end of year. Have to 

achieve attendance , involvement targets 

etc. as well as academic ones. Usually about 

25 students – usually under achieving on 

C/D borderline. Often PPG students. 

Works effectively for some students. 

Carry out detailed analysis each year to 

show progress made by those on scheme. 

 

Need to ensure students attend. 

Freddo Challenge. For most able in year 11 

who are under achieving. It’s a “soft touch” 

programme run by head, designed to help 

students support themselves,  and varies 

how much pressure students are given 

according to what they need. 

Those students on it often make 

significant progress in middle term of year 

11.   

Not all improve – they need to engage. Who 

will take it on in 2016. Should it stop for a 

year to review? 

PPG Mentoring in year 11. Assertive 

mentoring by LT and Year team organised 

by PP facilitator – works well. 

Staff must complete meetings and records.  

Individual target setting with monitoring 

implemented and maintained by HOY, 

SENCO, School Co-ordinator or tutor. 

Parents involved in  process. 

Works well with individual students. Only appropriate for a few students as it is 

time consuming for YCs.  

Mentoring Programme for year 11. About 

80 each year are mentored by volunteer 

staff.  “Drop in” programme is available for 

those without a personal mentor 

Works well overall but does rely on 

volunteer staff and can’t mentor all those 

students who want it – but can do all those 

who need it.  

 

Continue to encourage as many staff as 

possible whilst recognising it is voluntary. 

Ensure staff see students regularly 

Mentoring for year 12/13 Works well especially as staff have it built 

into their registration time as a tutor 

mentor. 

Ensure staff see students regularly 

Compact Scheme. A scheme to  support 20-

25 students in year 11 by outside mentors. 

Nice celebration at end. 

Works extremely well. Well organised by 

co-ordinator. 

 

Need to evaluate each year. 

On Track Project. A project designed to 

keep most potentially disaffected in year 8 

on track, and prevent them taking the 

potentially disaffected with  them! 

Involves monitoring, peer buddy mentoring, 

tracking and rewards. Runs for one term 

with further follow up. 

Has had some very successful individual 

outcomes in helping to bring about change 

in approach to school. 

Time consuming for co-ordinator as 

involves collecting all lesson feedback 

every week and need to ensure staff 

compete returns. 

By the very nature of the students some 

find the whole approach personally 

demanding! 

Residential Study trips Over 240 students (about 85% of year 

group)  supported though a 2 day 

residential. Delighted with level of uptake 

and that now getting roughly 50% boys. 

Includes a lot of our weaker students. 

 

Continue to plan to minimise disruption to 

subject lessons taking into account the 

needs of those with A* Maths. 

Maximise for Year 10 – first used in 2011. 

Had also done a revision assembly but 

Maximise were more effective. 

Went well Expensive but worth funding. 

Revision session for year 11 100 minutes all year 11 held in February 

looking at revision skills Students given a 

Who will deliver this in February 2017. 



 

 

 Strengths Areas for Development 

very helpful DIY revision pack produced by 

school 

 

Extensive range of revision clubs for 

students, especially in year 11, backed up 

by a great deal of individual support and 

meetings in years 11, 12 and 13. 

Huge number of clubs for students to 

attend. Have paid for buses on 3 night so f 

the week to enable access for rural 

students. 

It would be nice to pay staff! 

Sixth Form Dialogues. Teaching staff meet 

with students 4 times in their A level 

courses to discuss strengths and 

weaknesses with grades. 

Dialogue is always beneficial.  

Gives good focus to use of data. 

Has become more ad hoc and we need to 

check it’s happening everywhere. 

Sometimes difficult to fit in within taught 

lessons. 

Headteacher meeting with year 13 – each 

Sept Head meets with all year 13 

individually to identify aims and targets for 

year 13.  Sixth From team follow up 

concerns. 

Useful in giving head a feel for the year 

group and maintaining contact. Students 

seem to appreciate it and appears to help 

them feel valued. 

Time consuming as now have close to 200 

students. Should be dropped in September 

2016 and leave to sixth form team to pick 

up issues. 

Variety of strategies for Most Able 

students across school – courses, 

activities, theme days 

Very effective co-ordinator and have given 

payment to staff in each faculty to develop 

this area – very exciting work developing. 

 

Target Cards on Consultation Evenings. All 

parents/students given a target card to 

complete two targets at each appointment. 

  

Reading Club Outstanding success in promoting reading 

in weakest students. Currently funded 

through support from local businesses. Also 

has a Sponsored Readathon linked to it. 

 

 

Praise and rewards system designed to 

encourage achievement. 

Postcards of praise, stickers, 

commendations, merits, Recognising 

Success booklet, lots of letters sent home, 

use of Forum and media, weekly Praise 

Assemblies, Celebration Assemblies, brick 

wall of things we are proud of etc. 

Most systems work well. 

 

Need to ensure staff consistent with 

commendation system. Need to encourage 

staff to use postcards/letters of praise 

consistently. 

 

Support Evening held for students in years 

9 to 13 once a year in March to give longer 

appointments to those we feel are under 

achieving. 

Very useful for those who come as an 

additional “wake up” call. 

Never quite get all the ones you want to 

attend! 

 

 

 



 

 

Section Four 

 

Strategies designed to help staff and the school to carry out the process of self-review 

 

1. We have developed the opportunities to collect students’ views on their learning; e.g. staff collect sixth form 

views, year trails give us information on students’ views, staff collect feedback from lessons, school council looks 

at teaching and learning etc. 

2. All senior and middle leaders (plus other staff) have followed a training course in observing lessons. All lesson 

observations are recorded. All staff observed at least twice formally as part of Performance Management. Paired 

observation takes place regularly. 

3. We continue to focus on teaching and learning with PD days, CPD programme, good work by large teaching and 

learning group, weekend voluntary courses etc. These approaches provide excellent opportunities for staff to 

reflect on their work and to learn from their experiences.  Our “Open Fortnight” supports all this work. 

4. Within Leading Edge we pay for staff to run research projects which are very much based on students’ learning 

and the development of their skills. 

5. Performance Management offers excellent opportunities for self-review on performance. 

6. The Deputy Head for staffing runs an excellent CPD programme with weekly activities for all staff to attend  if 

they wish. Most are run by internal staff which helps their own professional development. Also we now run our 

own Leading from the Middle type courses, Improving Teachers’ Programme etc, as well as Leading Edge Micro 

Conferences. 

7. Our detailed exam analysis work gives us opportunities to review our progress at whole school level, subject level 

and individual staff level. 

 
Please also see other strategies identified  in this document. 

 
 



 

 

 

Farlingaye High School:  Support for Year 10/11 
 
 Reports done every 8 weeks with target and current attainment grade shown on each one 

 Revision booklet and assembly in year 10 – quite low key 
 Maximise (external company bought in) in year 10 – need to review costs each year. 

 Big assembly at start of year 11 -  all very geared towards target setting and looking at their forecasted 
grades ( all done on graphs with them and followed by target setting) about where they are and where they 

need to get to. 

 100 minute session on revision skills in Feb in year 11 delivered to 70 students at a time by head  
 Revision kit in Feb of year 11 (DIY booklet). Students use it pretty well – it has all the info they need in it so 

parents/students can’t say they didn’t know! 
 Awaydays in March/April – take 95% of year 11 away (they volunteer) for one very long day to a local scout 

camp and run smaller revision classes. 6 groups in total (grouped by ability); staff come out to deliver 
sessions in Maths, English, Science, Humanities, Languages, PE, Business etc and do a lot on revision skills 

and exam strategies. Has a very positive impact, and students’ feedback is very positive. 

 1 to 3 tutoring for PPG students and borderline students. 
 Revision clubs/practices that staff run – huge number offered 

 Revision days/practices in holidays that staff run (staff are very generous with time) – sessions at Easter 
works well to catch up coursework 

 Doing more revision sessions before exams for year 10 – this is something we need to look to develop more 

 Keeping the revision/lesson programme going until beyond half term with posted letter home saying all the 
revision things that were going on each day throughout the exam period 

 Setting up revision sessions the day before the exam for as many subjects as possible 
 Subject breakfasts the morning before the exams – really focused on these in 2015 and worked well. 

 Huge amount of additional time assessments/special arrangements that our Learning Support team carry 

out and support in exam time. 
 Catch up coursework evenings – do 2 in the year and staff stay until 7.00 p.m.to help. Students have a list 

of what they have to do and can only go home once they’ve been signed off. Most make good use of it. We 
do refreshments and have them all in one central area with lap tops. 

 Mentoring with staff for year 11 
 Sixth Form students doing one to one subject support with year 11 – want to build this up more as it has 

worked very well in Maths with some – good for those targeting A/A* grades 

 Compact mentoring scheme - using business mentors  
 A2A programme – special programme of after school session to support borderline students, Had a launch 

day at a local hotel. Students offered 12 extra sessions after school plus coursework session and mentoring. 
 Venn Diagrams of borderline students – displayed in all team rooms and updated 4 times. 

 Bull’s Eye exercise for staff to do of attainment against target grades 
 An evening for parents on revision skills in year 11 

 Coursework evenings from 4 till 7 for students – twice a year 
 Freddos Challenge with higher ability students – meet once a month/6 weeks to review progress with 

Headteacher. Meet parents twice. Complete a bull’s eye chart and collect Freddos for any improvements. 

Overall, there is noticeable improvement. May not continue in 2016. 
 


